
Instructions for use BROWXENNA® 
BEFORE TINTING
1. Remove make up carefully using micellar water. Do not use oil-based means.
2. Prepare eyebrows for tinting. Use the BROWXENNA® SHAMPOO. Shampoo gently and deeply 
cleanses the hair of the eyebrows and the skin surface, has the effect of light peeling, gently removes 
dead skin particles, contributing to better fixation of the color.
3. Rinse the shampoo with TWO-PHASE FIXING TONIC BROWXENNA®.

MIXTURE PREPARATION 
1. In a non-metallic container, mix the coloring composition (the amount of coloring composition is equiv-
alent to 2 rice grains) with 4-8 drops of MINERAL SOLUTION BROWXENNA®. The mineral solution 
does not contain impurities, additives or metals. It guarantees that the desired hue will be achieved and 
extends coloring. 
2. Mix the resulting composition thoroughly. When necessary, add solution or dye composition to the 
mixture to obtain the desired consistency of soy sauce. 

EYEBROW TINTING
1. Apply a thin layer of the mixture (try to avoid making spots or gaps) using a brush on the skin and hairs, 
to create an ombre effect. Pay special attention to the symmetry and definition of the lines.
2. For a well-defined and even result, apply coloring composition BROWXENNA in several layers. 
3. Wait till the layer dries before applying the next layer.
4. Carefully apply the coloring composition, lifting the hairs of thick eyebrows with a brush. Spread the 
color evenly.
5. After complete drying of the last layer moisten the composition and remove from the eyebrows with 
a cotton pad moistened with a TWO-PHASE FIXING TONIC. To obtain a more intense result of tinting, 
the time of application of the composition on the eyebrows can reach 25 minutes from the moment of 
application of the first layer.

PRECAUTIONS
The product BROWXENNA® is appropriate for professional use only.
• The product contains ingredients that may cause skin irritation if you are hypersensitive to the ingredi-
ents. 24-48 hours before the procedure be sure to conduct a sensitivity test (for this, apply the prepared 
coloring composition to the elbow bend).
• Do not use the product on irritated or damaged skin.
• Do not use the product for coloring eyelashes.
• Avoid contact with clothes.
• For tinting use only freshly prepared coloring composition.
• Do not store diluted coloring composition. 
• Use disposable gloves when working with the dye.

Store in a cool and dry place, keep out of reach of children and animals. Shelf life: 2 years.

THE TINTING EFFECT LASTS ON THE SKIN FOR UP TO 14 DAYS, ON THE HAIR UP TO 6 WEEKS!*

* The duration of the effect depends on the individual characteristics of the skin.
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Made in Russia under the order of BROWXENNA®

Manufacturer: Individual Entrepreneur Levchuk I.M.
Address: Zarechnaya st. 3, Berezichsky St.Zavod village, Kozelskiy District,  Kaluga 
Region, 249730 Russia.
E-mail: export@browxenna.com
www.browxenna.com



NEW

NEW

1. Serum for eyelash growth BROWXENNA® promotes active 
growth and increases the volume of eyelashes. Keratin has a 
restoring effect on the structure of the hairs, they do not break 
and do not fall out. Balanced composition of the serum improves 
the quality of the lashes, strengthen them and gives them flexi-
bility and silk radiance, and protects the lashes from aggressive 
environmental influences.

2. Oil for eyelash and eyebrow growth BrowXenna® Oil for 
eyelash and eyebrow growth BROWXENNA® — an effective tool 
for quick recovery of eyebrows and eyelashes. The composition 
of the oil includes a complex of 17 active components, which 
intensively moisturizes, strengthens.

3. Mineral solution BrowXenna® The unique formula of the 
mineral solution promotes high-quality interaction with BROWX-
ENNA® henna and prolongs the durability of the tinting. Mineral 
solution BROWXENNA® does not contain impurities, additives 
and heavy metals.

4. Shampoo-foam for deep cleansing of eyebrows BrowXenna® 
Shampoo-foam for deep cleansing of eyebrows BROWXENNA® 

gently and deeply cleanses the hair and the skin of the eyebrows 
before the tinting. Shampoo-foam has the light peeling effect.

5. Two-phase fixing tonic BrowXenna® Two-Phase Fixing Tonic 
BROWXENNA® is specially created to fix the henna on the skin. Fix-
ing Tonic effectively neutralizes the effect of cleansers and restores 
the natural ph-balance of the skin

6. Serum for eyebrow growth BrowXenna® Serum for eyebrow 
growth BROWXENNA® promotes active growth of eyebrows, helps 
to restore its shape in a short time. A special formula of serum 
stimulates growth of keratinocytes of hair follicles which leads to 
strengthening and additional growth of hairs. Due to its balanced 
composition the serum provides nutrition and care to the eyebrows.

7. Lamination glue for eyebrows and eyelashes BrowXenna® The 
glue BROWXENNA® allows to fix the hairs in the right direction 
before the lamination treatment.

8. Eyebrows and eyelashes lamination BROWXENNA® is a stepwise 
procedure, which effect persists up to 2 months. The lamination 
procedure helps to strengthen the hairs, gives them volume and 
the desired shape, prevents breakage and makes the natural color 
more saturated.

BrowXenna® Founders
Irina Levchuk and
Natalia Krasnoperova

@browxenna
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